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Terrorism And Tourism In Europe
Starting in 2022, travelers planning to visit Europe will need to apply for the ETIAS. Learn more about the program and its importance here. Europe to have its own visa: What is the ...
Starting in 2022, travelers planning to visit Europe will need to apply for the ETIAS
Shurat Hadin, the Tel-Aviv based NGO which represents terror victims in claims in Israel and around the world, has organized an extraordinary tour that includes a secret glimpse “behind the scenes of ...
Attractions for Tourists: Inside the world's best intelligence agency
Sri Lanka, the small island that floats in the blue waters of the Indian Ocean, is one of the most popular tourist destinations in Asia because it contains a mixture of unique wildlife, golden beaches ...
Focus on reviving vital tourism sector
Besides seeking economic cooperation (trade, investment and inviting Sri Lanka to join CPEC), he had under-scored the importance of religio-recreational tourism between the two South Asian nations. As ...
Promoting soft power through cultural tourism
Police treating attack in capital Male that wounded four others including British national as act of terrorism ...
Former Maldives president Mohamed Nasheed critically injured in bomb blast
Several senior political figures in Spain have been targeted in recent days, including former MEP Pablo Iglesias, along with María Gámez, Reyes ...
MEPs rally to support leading Spanish politicians in the wake of death threats
Air travel in the U.S. hit its highest mark since COVID-19 took hold more than 13 months ago, while European Union officials are proposing to ease restrictions on visitors ...
Restrictions easing in US and Europe amid disaster in India
The speaker of the Maldives parliament, who is also the former president, is in a critical condition in hospital following an explosion which is being treated as a terror attack.
Maldives: Ex-president Mohamed Nasheed critical after 'terror attack' as police try to identify four possible suspects
A new wave of imperial fervour threatens to sweep across Asia as the old Western powers struggle to assert their primacy in the face of an aggressively rising China.
The new imperialism: as Asia gets caught up in power struggle between China and the West, what can it do?
Diplomats from bloc raise alarm about EU citizens being detained in immigration removal centres after entering Britain for work without visas or residence status - treatment non-EU nationals have long ...
Detention of EU nationals in UK ‘source of concern’, says EU Commission
The bodies of two Spanish journalists and an Irish wildlife activist killed during an anti-poaching patrol in Burkina Faso were repatriated early on Friday aboard a military plane.
Bodies of Europeans killed in Burkina Faso repatriated
EU Commission president Ursula von der Leyen and European Council president Charles Michel will give their versions of events that took place at their visit to Ankara earlier this month, in a plenary ...
Brexit is back, and vaccine certificates in focus This WEEK
A collection of essays by legal professionals on various topics relating to aviation and travel law in Hong Kong, including pricing of air travel, airlines ...
Essays on Aviation and Travel Law in Hong Kong
The bodies of three Europeans killed in Burkina Faso were flown to Spain on Friday, with Madrid pledging to keep up a "relentless" fight against the jihadist insurgency raging in Africa's Sahel ...
Bodies of three Europeans killed in Burkina Faso arrive in Spain
ALARMED: Prime Minister May said a new attack ‘may be imminent’ and stressed that the soldiers would remain under police command -Manchester: Britain deployed soldiers to key sites on Wednesday and ...
Troops deployed as Britain goes on top terror alert
The bodies of three Europeans killed in Burkina Faso were flown to Spain on Friday, with Madrid pledging to keep up a "relentless" fight against the jihadist insurgency raging in Africa's Sahel region ...
Bodies of 3 Europeans killed in Burkina Faso arrive in Spain
China faces international criticism, even accusations of genocide, over its policies in the region, which has a large Muslim population.
What is going on in Xinjiang and who are the Uygur Muslims?
The ambassador and social media sensation, Viktor Matis, underlines how he sees Turkey as his second home and elaborates on how he and his embassy ...
Turkey, Hungary cooperation to grow further in 2021: Hungarian envoy
Opinion Published 11 May 2021Africa’s youth unemployment problem has been the subject of so many debates in recent years because of its prevalence in Africa. The youth unemployment rate simply refers ...
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